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In today’s rapidly changing pork industry, nothing is more important than production 
visibility. In order to maximize profits, producers need access to critical operational 
data at a moment’s notice. And that doesn’t just mean after-the-fact reports.  
Solutions are needed to help do pork production, not just report on it.

Introducing   – Intuitive grow-finish production  
software designed to increase production visibility, promote  
efficiency and maximize profitability. 

Unlike other software solutions, Visipork is designed from the ground up to be much 
more than a data entry and reporting tool. Visipork’s load scheduling, movement 
tracking, group pipeline, automatic payment matching and data analysis features 
provide efficient workflows, streamlining your day-to-day operations – and letting 
you get more done.

Best of all, Visipork is a single, tightly integrated solution, allowing producers to 
easily replace legacy software, spreadsheets and paper files. Information from 
third-party sources, like feed invoices, sale confirmations, packer payments and 
kill data, can be imported at the press of a button. There’s no more intuitive, efficient 
way to manage the entire grow-finish cycle. 

What is Visipork?

Visipork is a cloud-based  

software solution, custom-built 

to allow for efficient, profitable  

pork production. Designed by  

a cross-functional team of pork 

industry veterans and engineers, 

Visipork is a complete grow- 

finish solution, integrating:

   Load scheduling

   Movement tracking

  Group pipeline

  Automatic payment matching 

   Data analysis

The result? Enhanced production 

visibility, increased efficiency 

and maximum profitability, all  

in one user-friendly package.



Who is Schick Enterprises?

Schick Enterprises is a provider  

of premium products and solutions  

for today’s pork industry. We pride  

ourselves in combining decades  

of industry experience with a  

thorough understanding of the  

rapidly changing world of pork  

production. We offer:

  VisiporkTM grow-finish  

production software

  Custom fencing and gating

   Sow housing and feeding  

solutions

  SortAllTM Revolution 2  

automated sorting system 

www.SchickEnterprises.com
610-638-9645  |  800-527-7675

Because  is hosted “in the cloud,” new features, 
updates and enhancements are installed automatically,  
at no cost to you.
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VisiporktM technology 
Visipork is a cloud-based grow-finish software solution designed to meet  
the needs of today’s pork producers. Visipork is hosted in some of the most  
advanced data centers in the world, providing maximum uptime, highly  
redundant data storage and enterprise-grade security.

There is no new software to install, and no new hardware to 
buy. In most cases,  can be fully implemented – 
and providing significant ROI – in just 90 days!

The software was custom-built from the ground up by a cross-functional team  
of pork industry veterans and engineers. This unique development process –  
using only modern applications and tools – ensures that Visipork provides  
value to producers “out of the box,” without the need for time-consuming  
customization. And it’s user-friendly enough that any producer can take  
advantage of its features!

transparent, Straightforward pricing 
Visipork pricing is based on the total number of pigs started in nursery  
and finishing groups per year, billed monthly. The price we quote is the price  
you pay, period. 

We don’t charge setup fees. We don’t charge subscription cancellation fees.  
There are no charges other than your monthly service price. 
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